Abstract-A balanced antenna design is presented that is tailored to broadband communication in the 60-GHz frequency band. The antenna can be realized in printed circuit-board technology, has a high radiation efficiency and can be used in array configurations. It is modeled with a method-of-moments implementation. The radiation efficiency is analyzed in detail, and design guidelines are given. Moreover, an optimization method is outlined that optimizes both antenna bandwidth and radiation efficiency. The antenna element and a circular antenna array have been realized. Measurements of these antennas are in good agreement with simulated results.
To fulfill the link budget requirements needed for Gb/s transmission in the 60-GHz band, front ends with several power amplifiers are needed to generate the required transmit power at 60 GHz. Additionally, antennas need to be employed that have sufficient gain and that are capable of beam-forming [3] , which requires the realization of antenna arrays. Integration of the front end with the antenna should be given careful consideration at these relatively high frequencies to minimize interconnection losses [4] . A balanced interconnection between the front end and the antenna allows for a completely balanced design of the front end, which can significantly improve the performance of the transceiver. Therefore, a balanced antenna design is desirable. Moreover, an antenna design is needed that covers the entire available bandwidth and that has a high radiation efficiency to obtain a power-efficient transceiver. To allow for a simple integration with the front end, and a low-cost antenna design, a standard planar manufacturing technology is preferable.
The main challenge of antenna design in a planar technology is the tradeoff between radiation efficiency and bandwidth. To obtain a large bandwidth, a relatively thick dielectric layer is needed [5] . However, a thicker dielectric layer introduces higher loss due to surface-wave excitation in the dielectric. A lot of work has been done to improve the radiation efficiency of planar antennas while maintaining a large bandwidth [6] , [7] . Particularly, the use of electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) materials that suppress the surface-wave excitation has received a lot of attention [8] [9] [10] . However, EBG materials are either difficult to manufacture, or too large to be used in planar array configurations. Another approach to improve the radiation efficiency is presented in [11] , where a superstrate antenna is used. This solution shows good performance but is more complicated to realize since the superstrate antenna is a separate component that has to be placed partly on top of the integrated circuit.
As an alternative, a balanced antenna design is proposed here. In this design, the antenna element itself cancels part of the surface-wave excitation. Because of the reduced surface-wave excitation, a simulated radiation efficiency of over 80% is obtained throughout the band of operation. On top of that, an antenna bandwidth of more than 10% is realized by using two resonant elements. The resulting design is completely planar, and the use of vias is avoided. The width and length of the antenna is less than half a free-space wavelength, such that the antenna can be readily used for the realization of a planar beam-forming array [12] . The modeling of the antenna and the analysis of the radiation efficiency is presented in [13] . Here, this model is validated, and the antenna design is analyzed in more detail. To maximize the performance of the antenna and to simplify the design procedure, design guidelines are given and an optimization procedure is outlined and applied as well.
The geometry of the antenna is discussed in Section II. To model the antenna, a method-of-moments implementation is outlined in Section III. The radiation efficiency and the front-toback ratio of the antenna are considered in Sections IV and V, respectively. An optimization method for antenna bandwidth and radiation efficiency is presented in Section VI. Measurement results for the single-element antenna are presented in Section VII. Measured radiation patterns of a six-element antenna array are presented in Section VIII and, finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IX.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN
The antenna design is based on a balanced-fed aperture-coupled patch antenna [14] , which is an aperture-coupled patch antenna with two apertures (slots) that couple to a balanced feed. Aperture-coupled patch antennas have the advantage that they can be easily integrated with active electronics since substrate properties of the feed line can be chosen independently from the substrate properties of the radiating patch [15] .
A disadvantage of aperture-coupled patch antennas is the back radiation that is caused by the ground plane in which the slots lie. To reduce the back radiation, a microstrip antenna element is placed behind the slots. This element acts as a reflector [16] . It can be placed at a distance from the slots that is much smaller than , with the wavelength in the dielectric. Therefore, the thickness of the dielectric below the slots remains small in terms of wavelengths and the excitation of surface-waves is limited. To reduce the back radiation effectively, the size of the reflector element is adjusted [16] . The performance of the reflector element is analyzed in Section V.
The two slots play an important role in the antenna design. First, they are used to reduce the surface-wave excitation in the dielectric. The slots are positioned such that the surface waves that are generated by the slots and the patch interfere destructively, and, therefore, the radiation efficiency of the antenna is improved. An analysis of the radiation efficiency of two distant slots is presented in [17] . In Section IV, the analysis is extended to the case in which both slots and a patch are present. Second, the slots are used to improve the antenna bandwidth. The slots can be resonant in the operation band of the antenna because the reflector element compensates for the back radiation. As a result, the bandwidth is increased significantly since the antenna now has two resonant elements with slightly different resonance frequencies, i.e., the patch and both slots. An increase is observed from about 3% for the conventional single-element patch to more than 10% for this design.
The proposed antenna design combines the use of two separate slots with the use of the reflector element. The resulting design has a high radiation efficiency and a low back radiation. The geometry of the antenna element is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . The antenna can be realized from two PCB boards with metallization on both sides that are stacked with a glue layer (prepreg) in between. The important parameters in the design of the antenna are the length of the slots, the spacing between the slots, the length of the patch, and the length of the dipole underneath the slots. The length of the slots and the length of the patch determine the operation bandwidth of the antenna. The spacing between the slots determines the radiation efficiency of the antenna and the coupling between the slots and the patch, as will be clarified in Section IV. The length of the dipole underneath the slots is important for the impedance matching of the antenna with respect to the front-end.
III. MODELING APPROACH
The antenna is analyzed with a method-of-moments (MoM) approach. Both subdomain and entire-domain basis functions are used to obtain a model with a limited number of unknowns. This reduces the computational effort that is needed to analyze the performance of the antenna, and it allows us to employ an efficient optimization algorithm (see Section VI). The formulation relies on the Green's functions for layered media and does not include the influence of the finite lateral dimensions of the dielectric layers. For normal board sizes, the finite-size dielectric substrate does not affect the impedance matching of the antenna. At the edges of the finite size dielectric layer, the surface waves scatter and distort the radiation pattern. As a result of this, a ripple will be superimposed on the radiation pattern Fig. 3 . Equivalent problem of the balanced-fed aperture-coupled patch. [18] . This effect will be analyzed separately and is discussed in Section VII.
The metal layers have been modeled as perfect electric conductors. The feed structure below the ground plane and the antenna structure above the ground plane can be analyzed separately if Schelkunoff's equivalence principle is employed [19] . Equivalent magnetic currents are introduced to represent the aperture fields in region [20] . The equivalent problem is shown in Fig. 3 . For the simulations, Galerkin's procedure has been employed. The electric current density on the patch and on the reflector element has been modeled with entire-domain expansion andtestingfunctions,whereasthecurrent onthedipoleismodeled with rooftop basis functions [13] . Since the coupled microstrip line that is connected to the dipole hardly contributes to the radiation of the structure, it is not accounted for in the analysis. The dipole is excited with a delta-gap source in the middle.
The currents on the metal layers are obtained from the electric field integral equation, whereas the equivalent magnetic currents are obtained from the magnetic field integral equation. Closedform expressions for Green's functions in layered media have been derived in the spectral domain [21] , [22] . These functions are employed to calculate the electric and magnetic fields in the two separate regions.
Using typical notation for MoM analysis, the discretized electromagnetic (EM) problem is denoted as (1) and this can be expanded in terms of contributions from electric and magnetic currents as (2) where represents an interaction matrix, which measures the interaction between the expansion function and test function . The vectors and represent complex coefficients of the electric and magnetic current density, respectively. The excitation vector represents the source in the EM problem. Table I . The elements of the vector can be calculated in the spatial domain, whereas the elements of the matrix have an analytical expression in the spectral domain, e.g., (3) with the incident field that is impressed on the structure, the testing function, the expansion function, the two-dimensional Fourier transform in the horizontal plane of the Green's dyadic , which relates the electric field at to an electric current , located at , and . The integrals over and are computed numerically by means of contour deformation [23] and Romberg integration [24] .
The derived model is used to analyze the radiation efficiency of the antenna in more detail, and to optimize the antenna design. To validate the model, a comparison has been made with commercial full-wave simulation software ( Fig. 4 and Table I ).
Our model uses 11 rooftop basis functions on the feed, three entire-domain basis functions per slot, three on the reflector, and three on the patch, whereas the commercial software used 510 triangular basis functions. It is observed that the agreement is very good.
IV. RADIATION EFFICIENCY
The radiation efficiency and the surface-wave excitation is analyzed in region I (see Fig. 3 ). In this analysis, the equivalent magnetic current densities, that represent the aperture fields, are considered as the sources in region I. The current densities in both slots are equal owing to the fully symmetric antenna configuration. Consequently, the source power can be written as (4) with the surface area of the two slots, the equivalent magnetic current of both the slots, the magnetic field resulting from the magnetic sources in absence of the patch, and the magnetic field resulting from the electric current on the patch. The power can be interpreted as the power radiated by the two magnetic sources in absence of a patch element and can be interpreted as the reaction (or coupling) between the magnetic sources and the scattered magnetic field [25] . The magnetic fields and in (4) are found from the spectral Green's dyadics for multilayer dielectric substrates. For example, the reaction between the magnetic source and the electric current on the patch is given by (5) It is observed that the terms that are needed to determine the source power have already been calculated in order to generate the interaction matrix that is needed for the method-of-moments analysis, owing to the use of Galerkin's method (see Section III). Part of the source power is dissipated in the dielectric, part is launched into surface waves, and part is radiated. To determine the amount of power that is radiated , the integral over in (5) is restricted to , with the propagation constant of free space [23] . The power that is confined to the dielectric can now be determined as (6) and the radiation efficiency in region I can be defined as (7) In Fig. 5 , the obtained radiation efficiency is compared to the case where the patch is absent. In this figure the spacing is expressed in terms of the free-space wavelength . The calculations have been performed with a single basis function on the slots and a single -directed basis function on the patch. In Fig. 5 , the dimensions of the slots and the patch are given in terms of the wavelength in the dielectric . The radiation efficiency that is shown in Fig. 5 has an optimum around because of the destructive interference of the surface waves that are excited by the slots. It is observed that the presence of the patch significantly increases the radiation efficiency for small slot spacings.
The spacing between the slots is also important for the operation bandwidth of the antenna. Both the slots and the patch should be used as radiating elements to increase the bandwidth. Hence, the spacing should be chosen such that both elements contribute to the radiated power. To investigate the coupling between the slots and the patch, the coupling ratio , with reference to (4) and (5), is introduced as (8) The coupling ratio is shown as a function of slot spacing in Fig. 5 as well. From the point of radiation efficiency, a slot spacing around is optimal, but, in that case, the patch hardly contributes to the radiated power, and the antenna bandwidth will not benefit from the patch element. A slot spacing in the range from to has been used as a compromise between radiation efficiency and operation bandwidth.
V. FRONT-TO-BACK RATIO
The front-to-back ratio is defined as (9) where is the power that is radiated into region (see Appendix I). Note that in this definition the power in the upper and lower hemisphere is compared, instead of the ratio of the Poynting vector in the upward and downward direction. As mentioned in Section II, the front-to-back ratio should be given consideration in the design of aperture-coupled patch antennas. Especially in this case, where resonating slots are used as radiating elements, the front-to-back ratio can become too low. For a practical design, a front-to-back ratio larger than 10 dB is required. To compensate for the back radiation of the slots, a reflecting metal plane at the back of the antenna can be added [26] . However, this will result in the excitation of a parallel-plate TEM mode between the metal plane and the ground plane, and can seriously degrade the performance. Alternatively, a finite reflector element can be used [16] , which is basically a large patch that covers the back of the two radiating slots. The reflector element can be placed at a distance much smaller than from the slots, such that the losses in the lower dielectric are limited. In this section, the performances of the infinite PEC plane and the finite reflector element are compared.
The overall efficiency of the antenna is defined as (10) with the total power in region (see Appendix I). Note that in this definition, both regions I and II are considered, whereas, in previous section, the efficiency is considered in region I only. The front-to-back ratio and the overall efficiency are compared for three cases, i.e., no reflector, an infinite reflector (infinite PEC plane), and a finite rectangular reflector. The front-to-back ratio of the infinite reflector is obviously infinite. The front-toback ratio of the antenna with and without reflector element is shown in the upper graph of Fig. 6 . The corresponding antenna dimensions are given in Table I . The efficiency for all three setups is shown in the lower graph of Fig. 6 . From this figure, it is clearly seen that the reflector element gives a significant improvement in front-to-back ratio compared to the case where no reflector is present. More importantly, the radiation efficiency of the antenna with the finite reflector element is much larger than the radiation efficiency of the antenna with an infinite metal plane as reflector. The underlying physical principle of the reflector is that it reradiates a field in the backward direction with the same magnitude, with 180 phase difference compared to the fields that are radiated by the slots and the feed structure [16] .
VI. OPTIMIZATION
To further improve the behavior of the antenna, and to assist the design process, we apply an optimization procedure [27] . This optimization procedure employs the derived model (Section III). In general, it is possible to find a good initial estimate of the dimensions of the antenna. For example, the patch length of a patch antenna can be estimated as , with the wavelength in the dielectric. If it is possible to find an initial guess which lies close to an optimal one, a local optimization strategy can be used to optimize the antenna structure. In this section, some simple design rules for the initial design are given and an optimization approach is proposed.
To implement an efficient and accurate optimization routine, the derivative of the response function to the optimization parameters needs to be determined. This derivative can be determined through a finite-differentiation approximation, but this can introduce serious numerical problems [28] . Therefore, the direct differentiation method [29] is used, which is outlined Table I. below, and applied to our MoM model (Section III). Since our MoM model requires a limited number of basis functions, the optimization routine can be efficient as well.
The function is introduced as the response function of the linear system that depends on the parameter vector . This function acts as a measure for the performance of the structure. In our case the radiation efficiency and the reflection coefficient of the antenna need to be optimized simultaneously over a certain bandwidth . The proposed response function is given as (11) The reflection coefficient is obtained from (12) where is the input impedance and is the characteristic port impedance of the balanced feed. The radiation efficiency is found from (10) . The sensitivity of the integrand of the response function is written as (13) It can be shown (see Appendix II) that and can be expressed in terms of and . It is straightforward to Table II. find an expression for . For the matrix elements we find, for example, (14) Once the sensitivity of the response function has been determined, an optimization routine can be used to optimize the response function. The PCB stack that is used for the realization of the antenna is fixed. Therefore, only the geometrical parameters of the antenna have to be optimized. More specifically, the length of the patch, the length of the slots, the spacing of the slots, and the length of the dipole need to be adjusted such that the reflection coefficient as well as the radiation efficiency is optimized in the frequency band from 57 to 64 GHz. Small variations in the dimensions of the reflector element affect the antenna behavior very little because the reflector shows good performance over a wide frequency band. Therefore, the dimensions of the reflector have not been optimized.
As an initial estimate, the patch length has been chosen as , with the wavelength in the dielectric at the lowest operating frequency (57 GHz). The initial slot length is , with the wavelength at the highest operating frequency (64 GHz). This ensures that the patch and the slots resonate at slightly different frequencies such that the antenna bandwidth is improved. The initial slot spacing is chosen as , which is a compromise between radiation efficiency and coupling between the slots and the patch (see Section IV). The length of the dipole underneath the slots is chosen as such that the dipole has sufficient length to couple with the slots.
In the optimization routine, the integral over in (11) is approximated by a finite sum, i.e., (15) The response function has been optimized through a conjugate gradient optimization algorithm [30] . The convergence of the response function is shown in Fig. 7 . The reflection coefficient and radiation efficiency of the resulting antenna design are shown in Fig. 8 . It is observed that this algorithm is able to find an optimum within a few iterations. Moreover, it is shown that this antenna geometry is able to achieve a -10-dB bandwidth of 15% with a radiation efficiency that is larger than 79% throughout the band of operation.
A sensitivity analysis allows for a first-order analysis of the influence of production tolerances on the performance of the antenna. For example the influence of tolerances on the reflection coefficient can be determined as (16) where is a vector that determines the variation of each parameter. Structures in a manufacturing process can be realized with a certain metallization tolerance . In PCB technology the metallization tolerance is about 15 m. The influence of such variations on the reflection coefficient of the optimized antenna is shown in Fig. 9 , where all four parameters used in the optimization have been perturbed by . It is observed that the reflection coefficient remains well below 10 dB throughout the band of operation (57-64 GHz). The influence of parameter variations on the radiation efficiency is minimal, i.e., the radiation efficiency varies less than 2% within the band of operation.
Other types of tolerance, like registration tolerance and tolerance on the layer thickness, are possible as well. The sensitivity of antenna performance on these types of tolerances can be analyzed with the presented method as well. However, it is noted that the metallization tolerance is the dominant effect on antenna performance, for our case.
VII. MEASUREMENTS
The measurement of antennas that operate in the millimeterwave frequency range is quite challenging. Therefore, a measurement setup is presented that allows for the accurate characterization of the scattering parameters and the radiation pattern of the antenna. The antenna has been realized in a PCB technology. For this realization, the optimized dimensions of Table II have been used. The copper thickness is 9 m. The dielectric that has been chosen for the antenna is Neltec NY9217 1 with a relative dielectric constant of 2.17, specified at 10 GHz. This is among the lowest that are commercially available. Standard layer thicknesses of this board start from 127 m (5 mils). SpeedBoard C 2 has been used as prepreg. It has a relative dielectric constant of 2.6, specified up to 40 GHz, and it has a minimum layer thickness of 38 m (1.5 mils). The thickness of dielectric B is chosen as 254 m (10 mils). This ensures a radiation efficiency in region I larger than 80% for slot spacings well up to . The thickness of dielectric A is 254 m as well. The thickness of the prepreg layer equals 112 m (4.4 mils), which is suited to the design of the feed network since it allows for properly dimensioned 50-transmission lines.
A. Measurement Setup
A measurement setup has been designed to be able to characterize the performance of the antenna. To avoid interconnection problems, RF probes have been used such that a well-defined interconnection between the antenna under test (AUT) and the measurement setup can be realized. RF probes have the advantage that they are reusable, and that they can be calibrated accurately. The use of vias is avoided in the measurement setup to minimize manufacturing uncertainties. Since the realization 1 Nelco N9000 PTFE Laminates, Park Electrochemical Corp. 2 Gore Speedboard C Prepreg Data Sheet, W. L. Gore & Associates. of vias requires an additional metallization step in the manufacturing process, the copper thickness increases and therefore, the metallization tolerances increase as well. Moreover, additional tolerances on the size and position of the via are introduced. The antenna is realized from two dielectric boards that are stacked with a prepreg layer in between. The feed lines are embedded within the stack. A cavity has been made such that the RF probe can be connected to the feed lines. The cavity has been realized by creating a hole in the upper dielectric board and in the prepreg board before the boards are stacked together.
A schematic layout of the AUT and the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 10 . Since the antenna has a balanced feed, a balun is required that transforms the balanced coupled microstrip line to an unbalanced microstrip line. The RF probe has to land on a coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line. To connect to the balun, a transition from CPW to microstrip (MS) is needed. This transition is realized without the use of vias. Instead, two quarter-wavelength stubs are attached to both ground lines of the CPW to provide a virtual ground at the end of the CPW line, following an idea by Raskin et al. [31] . A photograph of the antenna with RF probe is shown in Fig. 11 . The size of the dielectric boards and the ground plane is 20 35 mm.
The balun design is straightforward. The microstrip line connects to two lines that have a length difference which corresponds to 180 of phase difference at 60 GHz. These two lines are immediately connected to the coplanar microstrip (CPS) transmission line that is used to feed the antenna. A challenge in the measurement of the reflection coefficient of the antenna is to de-embed the CPW to MS transition from the measurements. For this purpose, additional structures have been realized on the antenna board. Three different types of transitions in a back-toback configuration have been realized, i.e., an open, a through, and a line configuration. In this way, all the S-parameters of the transition can be characterized following a TRL calibration procedure [32] . Although the measured performance of the CPW-MS transition is not exactly the simulated performance (see [33] ), it has been observed that measurements over a batch of realized cavities are consistent, and therefore it is possible to use this calibration technique.
Since it is already challenging to accurately de-embed the cavity transition from the measurements, we present measured results that include the balun. The measured and simulated reflection coefficients of the combined antenna and balun after de-embedding are shown in Fig. 12 . The simulation has been performed with Ansoft Designer, since the balun is not included in the model that is derived in Section III. The metal thickness of the feed lines has been included in the simulation to obtain more accurate results. Good agreement between measurement and simulation is observed within the operation bandwidth. The resonances of the slots and the patch can be recognized in the measured and simulated curves. It is observed that the balun introduces some additional mismatch since the simulated reflection coefficient of the antenna without balun remains well below -10 dB (see Fig. 8 ). It is shown that the simulations and the measurements are in good agreement. Therefore, it is plausible that the performance of the antenna alone is also in good agreement with simulations.
B. Radiation Pattern
To determine the radiation pattern of the antenna, a far-field measurement setup has been built [33] . This setup has been tailored to the measurement of the radiation pattern of millimeterwave antennas and antenna arrays. The radiation pattern of the antenna has been measured in the frequency range from 40 to 67 GHz. The measurements have been conducted in a normal lab environment. To reduce the influence of the environment, time-gating has been applied [33] . The resulting radiation pattern in the E-plane (see Fig. 11 ) is shown in Fig. 13 , and is compared with two simulations, i.e., a planar simulation (Ansoft Designer) and a 3-dimensional (3-D) simulation (CST microwave studio). In the 3-D simulations, the influence of the finite size of the dielectric layers has been included. Two important things can be observed from this figure. First, the difference between the simulated patterns clearly shows the effect of the finite size of the dielectric on the radiation pattern. Due to the scattered surface waves at the edges of the dielectric, a ripple is superimposed on the radiation pattern resulting from the planar simulation (Section III). Second, it is shown that the agreement of the measurement and the 3-D simulation is rather good. The radiation pattern shows some asymmetry, which is introduced by the balun. Because of the balun, the slots are not excited exactly in phase. Therefore, the main lobe of the antenna is tilted towards 20 in the E-plane. The ripple that is caused by the radiation from the edges of the dielectric results in the dips in the radiation pattern at 40 and 0 . Fig. 13 shows that this effect can be measured as well.
The difference in simulated and measured gain is approximately 2 dB. This loss is mainly caused by the feed line that connects the RF probe and the antenna. The total length from probe tip to antenna is 1.5 cm, which results in a feed-line loss of 1.3 dB/cm. Although, this is a rough estimate since the feed line includes the CPW to MS transition and the balun, the value is comparable to simulation results that predict a loss of about 1.2 dB/cm for a microstrip transmission line with a copper thickness of 9 m. The back radiation increases due to the presence of the feed network. Especially the balun introduces some additional back radiation. To verify this, the finite antenna with balanced feed is analyzed in a 3-D simulation. In this case, the back radiation remains well below 10 dBi.
The H-plane radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 14 . The measurement in this plane could not be performed all the way up to 90 since the RF probe blocks the radiation in that region (see Fig. 11 ). However, good agreement is observed in the measurement region.
VIII. ANTENNA ARRAY
In a millimeter-wave transceiver, an antenna array consisting of balanced-fed aperture-coupled patch antenna elements will be connected to a transceiver chip, which has balanced interconnections to each antenna element. As long as the active electronics are located close to the antenna, the feed-line loss is limited and the antenna efficiency will be close to the estimated efficiency of 80%. To validate the performance of the antenna element in an array configuration, a six-element circular array with a fixed feed network has been designed (Fig. 15) . Here, the feed network for the array is designed with microstrip transmission lines and baluns have been used to implement the conversion from microstrip to coupled microstrip at each antenna element. This approach is similar to the measurement setup that has been used for the single element antenna. For the power division, Bagley power dividers [34] and reactive T-junctions have been used. The radiation pattern of the antenna array is shown in Fig. 16 . The losses in the feed network are not included in the gain measurement to be able to compare the antenna gain with the simulated gain. The loss in the feed network from probe tip to antenna element has been estimated as 4.5 cm 1.3 dB/cm, which is 5.9 dB. The estimated feed-line loss of 1.3 dB/cm is obtained from the single-element antenna measurement. It is observed that the measured pattern is in good agreement with the simulated pattern. The measured gain is 11.8 dBi, whereas 12.6 dBi is simulated.
IX. CONCLUSION
A balanced-fed aperture-coupled patch antenna element has been presented that is tailored for broadband millimeter-wave communication. It can be realized in low-cost PCB technology, has a high radiation efficiency, and can be integrated with balanced RF electronics. It has been shown that the antenna can be modeled and optimized with a method-of-moments approach which employs a limited number of entire-domain basis functions. The influence of slot-spacing on radiation efficiency has been analyzed, and the performance of the reflector element has been investigated. To simplify the design of the antenna, design rules have been given and the antenna is optimized for operation bandwidth as well as radiation efficiency. The antenna element has been realized, and the measured performance is close to the expected one. The measured gain including feed-line losses is about 4 dBi. A circular six-element antenna array has been realized and characterized as well. The performance of this array is also in agreement with simulations, and has a measured gain of 12 dBi.
APPENDIX I
The total power in region can be calculated as (17) where represents the current vector with electric and/or magnetic currents that are present in region , and represents the interaction matrix that is related to these currents. The superscript denotes the Hermitian transpose. The radiated power can be calculated as (18) The matrix represents the matrix of (17) with the integral over of the matrix terms restricted to , as explained in Section IV.
APPENDIX II
It is shown that the derivative of the reflection coefficient and the radiation efficiency with respect to the parameter vector can be expressed in terms of and . The derivative of the reflection coefficient can be determined as (19) From this point on, the dependencies of and are omitted. The derivative of the input impedance is written as (20) where denotes the th element of the vectors and , which represent the voltage and current at the port. The derivative of the current can be expressed as (21) The derivative of the radiation efficiency is found from (22) where the derivative of the radiated power in Region I is (23) The matrix represents the matrix of (2) with the integral over of the matrix terms restricted to , as explained in Section IV. Finally, the derivative of the total power is obtained as (24) 
